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Background: work for DARPA’s SCORE 
program (September 2019 – December 2022)

Develop and deploy tools to assign explainable

“confidence scores” to SBS research results and claims 



XAI (artificial prediction markets) 
and crowd+AI hybrid markets 
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Artificial prediction markets ⏤ populated by artificial agents (trader-bots)  ⏤ purchase 
assets representing “will replicate” and “will not replicate” outcomes of notional replications 
of claims appearing within research papers.  Agent reasoning is based on human-
interpretable signals, including full text of scientific papers, metadata for specific 
papers, and metadata about the community and the field.  

Hybrid scenario: SMEs engage alongside bot traders



Signals (features) extracted from full text 
and assembled from metadata

Full text and

abstract

Metadata features

#Theory/Model

Citation Intents

Claim embedding

p-value features

Claim level features

#StatCheck Err

Venue features

#StatCheck Errors

Negation

Novelty

Claims

Metadata

Author features

Subject featuresOpen-access

Readability Sentiment p-value features

Funded Age

Citation features

Open access

Dataset/Software
#Theory/Model

Reference

features

12

University rank

15Citation features33
Total:

up to 60 features



Artificial prediction markets

• Synthetic agents interact in a simple 
binary option market using a 
logarithmic market scoring rule.

• Agents in the market bid in 
geometric regions of feature space, 
shown as circles (for simplicity).

• The agents are sensitive to asset 
price, which causes their bid 
behavior to evolve in time.

• Convergence in the market is 
equivalent to a geometric 
equilibrium. 

(above) A toy market with input data from RPP 
Note 1: High dim feature space is projected down for visualization.
Note 2: We multiply the price by 100 and convert to dollars.)

Nakshatri et al. (2021) Design and analysis of a synthetic prediction market using convex sets. Results in Control and 
Optimization. https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2666720721000308#

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2666720721000308


System evaluation --> real replication data



System evaluation --> RAND grad students
Claim submission: User submits a paper (PDF) for evaluation.
Feature Extraction: Extraction tools stage, followed by pass through feature extractor modules generate 

paper feature vector.
Evaluation through multiple prediction markets: The feature vector is passed through multiple markets and 

results from each are collected.
SCORE and interpretability: Results from the prediction markets are collated and a response containing the 

SCORE, interpretability and confidence is returned.

❏ Level One: Confidence in the claim’s reproducibility through market score

❏ Level Two: Aggregated details related to agent participation in the system

❏ Level Three: Which agents participated + their confidence

❏ Level Four: Features corresponding to nearest training data points

Explanations:



Hybrid prediction markets

Initial takeaways:

 Major improvement on 
agent participation!

 Change in individuals’ evals 
before/after market based 
on surveys

 Need more work to 
understand the right 
“balance” of bots and SMEs

Virtual 2-hour long market events 
October-November 2022

- 50+ participants

- Currently analyzing results, and 
conducting interviews with participants 



Next steps for IARPA REASON

• Develop an “encyclopedia” of high-confidence findings 
relevant to the analyst’s claim in the scholarly SBS 
literature along with explanations for these assessments

• Develop a high-dimensional hypothesis space, where 
dimensions are variables/factors that matter for that 
claim, in which to embed research findings to understand 
their relationships

• Automatically extract key claims and evidence from 
analyst reports

• Search the scholarly record to find published related to 
those claims

• Extract supporting evidence and assign confidence scores 
to the associated finding



Next steps for IARPA REASONTA1 vision: Automated collaborative review
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